Interference between the di erent mass eigenstate components of a neutral K meson causes its decay probability to oscillate with time. Related oscillations occur in the decay c hain ! KK!f 1 f 2 where f 1;2 are decay c hannels, in neutral B decay, in the chain 4s ! BB !f 1 f 2 , and in massive neutrino propagation. Since the mass eigenstates comprising a neutral K, a neutral B, or a neutrino have di erent masses, they have di erent speeds at any given momentum. T h us, classically, they become separated in space and time. This circumstance can tempt one to evaluate their contributions to the K or B decay, or to the neutrino interaction with a detector, at di erent spacetime points. However, these quantum-mechanically interfering contributions must always be evaluated at precisely the same point. Evaluating them at di erent points can lead to predicted oscillation frequencies double their true values.
The neutral K meson produced in a typical kaon experiment is a superposition of two mass eigenstates: the long-lived K L , and the shorter-lived and very slightly lighter K S . When the K meson decays, its K L and K S components contribute coherently. The interference between their coherent contributions causes the probability of decay into a given nal state to oscillate with time. The frequency of this oscillation is m K m L , m S , the di erence between the K L and K S masses.
For a given momentum, the K L and K S components of a kaon travel at di erent speeds, due to their di ering masses. Hence, classically, in the laboratory frame of reference they will arrive at the point x where the kaon decays at slightly di erent times, t L and t S . One might then be tempted to evaluate the K L and K S contributions to the kaon decay amplitude at these classical arrival times. But then one would be evaluating these two coherent contributions at di erent times. This would be an incorrect procedure. Following it can lead, as we shall see, to the erroneous conclusion that the frequency of oscillation in the decay probability is not m K , but 2m K 1 .
The oscillation in the probability for decay of a single kaon has an analogue in the decay c hain
where the kaons are neutral, and f 1;2 are nal states of interest. There are further analogues in single neutral B decay, in the decay c hain 4s ! BB!f 1 f 2 where the B mesons are neutral, and in neutrino oscillation. In each of these situations, one has a propagating particle or particles which is a coherent superposition of several mass eigenstates with di erent masses. In every case, one must evaluate the coherent contributions of the di erent mass eigenstates to the amplitude for decay or detection of the propagating particle at precisely the same spacetime point. Calculating these contributions at di erent points and then adding them coherently is an erroneous procedure which i n e v ery instance can yield an oscillation frequency double the true value.
In this Letter, we will examine the oscillation in neutral meson decay, focusing on the physics related to the oscillation frequency. W e will see that a recent claim that in ! KK!f 1 f 2 this frequency is 2m K , while in isolated single K decay i t is m K , cannot be correct, because the B-meson analogue of this claim is decisively contradicted by experiment. We will then turn to the analysis on which the claim is based, and discover that for ! KK!f 1 f 2 , this analysis entails the evaluation at di erent spacetime points of the coherent K L and K S contributions to decay o f a k aon. We will see explicitly that when the contributions of the di erent mass eigenstate components of a propagating particle to the decay or detection of this particle are not calculated at the same spacetime point, the predicted oscillation frequency can be twice its true value, not only in ! KK!f 1 f 2 , but quite generally in both oneand two-neutral-K and neutral-B processes, and in neutrino oscillation. Let us now compare the SWS treatment with the amplitude approach of Refs. 5 and 10 , and identify the features which lead SWS to expect that the oscillation frequency in ! KK!f 1 f 2 is 2m K , t wice that in single K decay, while from the amplitude approach w e expect both frequencies to be m K . In treating ! KK, SWS introduce a state vector for the KKsystem, and use eld-theoretic propagators to describe the propagation of the kaons. In the amplitude approach, the introduction of a KK wave function or state vector is carefully avoided, and eld theory is not Here, the pure K 0 is a superposition of the mass eigenstates K L and K S , and AK 0 is K N is the amplitude for it to be, in particular, the mass eigenstate K N . The factor exp,i N N is the amplitude for this K N to propagate for the proper time interval N that elapses between its birth and decay 17 . Finally, AK N ! f is the amplitude for the K N to decay i n to the state f. In principle, the proper time that elapses between the kaon birth and decay m a y depend on whether the kaon is a K L or a K S , s o w e denote it by N , with N = L or S. As explained in Ref. 5 , the meaning of this proper time is somewhat subtle. We picture the kaon as being described by a w a v e packet, with some central momentum p 18 . Suppose that the kaon is born at the spacetime point 0,0, and decays at the point t; x. Now, the K L and K S have di erent masses, so, for a given momentum p, it is not possible classically for both the K L and K S components of the kaon, born at the point 0,0, to arrive at the location x at the same time t. H o w ever, it is possible for the K L and K S components of the kaon wave packet to overlap at the point t; x, with the center of the K L component displaced relative to that of the K S component. These overlapping components of the wave packet are two amplitudes, corresponding to the two terms in Eq. 16, for the kaon to be at the spacetime point t; x. It is the interference between these amplitudes which leads to the oscillation in the decay probability. In calculating this interference, we m ust, of course, evaluate all phase factors at the common point t; x where the interference occurs. Thus, in the factor exp,i N N , the proper time N is the kaon-rest-frame time which corresponds to the decay point t; x. Hence Hence, the oscillation with induced by the interference has frequency m K . Using the well-known fact that AK 0 is K L = A K 0 is K S , the amplitude of Eq. 16 immediately yields the decay rate of Eq. 1. In practice, the observer-frame time of the decay, t, is not measured. The location of the decay, x, and the momentum of the kaon, p, are measured, and t is then inferred from x and p using the relation t = E K p =px. The proper time 0 o f t h e decay is then found from t using the time-dilation relation = m K =E K pt. That is, = x m K p : 20 Equation 7 already gave the B-experiment analogue of this relation. We h a v e just seen that in K decay and similarly in B decay, the variation of the proper time of a given decay point t; x from one contributing mass eigenstate to another is completely negligible. However, in the propagation of a neutrino, the proper time of a given neutrino interaction point t; x v aries very importantly from one mass eigenstate to another 5 . Thus, whether the proper times associated with di erent mass eigenstates are equal or di erent depends on which problem one is treating.
For the decay c hain ! KK!f 1 f 2 , the amplitude approach yields the timedependent probability of Eq. 3, in which the rst term on the right-hand side is the amplitude for a K L to decay i n to the nal state f 1 at proper time 1 In the SWS approach, the kaon pair created in ! KKis described by a state vector ji of the form 12 ji e , i L L
To explain the notation, let us suppose, as before, that in the rest frame the two kaons are observed to travel distances x 1 and x 2 before decaying. In the rst term in ji, jK L K S i is a state in which i t i s a K L which has traveled to x 1 and a K S to x 2 , and in the second term the roles of K L and K S are interchanged. The proper times N j N = L or S and j = 1 or 2 of the decays are not the proper times j of Eq. 21. Rather, SWS state 11, 12 that if the kaon which travels the distance x j is the mass eigenstate K N , the proper time N j of its decay, to be used in Eq. 23, is given by
Here, p is, as before, the -frame momentum of either member of the kaon pair. In terms of the proper times j of Eq. 21 which will be inferred from measurements, this relative phase is just
26 Thus, SWS predict that in the oscillation as a function of experimentally determined proper times, the frequency is 2m K . We see that it is their treatment of proper time that has led to the spurious factor of two in this prediction.
What is wrong with the SWS proper time of Eq. 24? To answer this puzzle, let us consider the reaction ! KKin the rest frame, which will be the detector frame at the factory DANE. SWS assume that the pathlength x j of a kaon produced in ! KKis determined by measurement, and is independent of whether the kaon is a K L or a K S . Similarly, they assume that the momentum p carried by the kaon is xed by the kinematics of ! KK, and is also independent of whether the kaon is a K L or a K S . They then take the proper time of the kaon decay to be the quantity We recognize that this t N j is just the classical arrival time of the mass eigenstate K N at the decay point x j . In particular, for SWS, the detector-frame time t N j of the decay depends on whether the decaying kaon is a K L or a K S . As a result, when the amplitude for ! KK !f 1 f 2 is calculated from the SWS state vector ji of Eq. 23, the contributions to this amplitude from the two terms in ji are evaluated for di erent detector-frame times. The contribution from the rst term which corresponds to a K L decaying at x 1 and a K S at x 2 i s e v aluated for the pair of spacetime decay points t L 1 ; x 1 , t S 2 ; x 2 . But the contribution from the second term in which the roles of K L and K S are reversed is evaluated for the points t S 1 ; x 1 , t L 2 ; x 2 . The two contributions are then added coherently.
As noted at the beginning of this Letter, such coherent adding of an amplitude for decays at one pair of spacetime points to that for decays at a di erent pair of points is an incorrect procedure. This is true even if, as here, the di erence between the pairs is too small to be resolved experimentally. Note, for example, that one cannot reliably calculate the intensity o f a t w o-component electromagnetic wave b y evaluating the amplitudes for the two components at slightly di erent times and then adding the results coherently. If, as in kaon decay, the two components have v ery rapid time dependence, such a procedure would yield completely incorrect results. Similarly, quantum mechanical amplitudes to be added coherently must correspond to the same nal states and precisely the same spacetime points.
SWS describe an isolated single kaon by a state vector 12 with a K L and a K S term, each of which has the same time dependence as the corresponding term in the decay amplitude of Eq. 16. Thus, we see from Eq. 24 that, were SWS to interpret Here, x and p are, respectively, the measured pathlength and momentum of the kaon, and is the measured proper time of its decay, inferred from x and p using Eq. 20. We see that SWS would then predict that the oscillation frequency in single kaon decay i s 2 m K , just as they do for ! KK!f 1 f 2 . The reason that they actually predict a frequency of m K for single kaon decay is that, for this case, they assume the K L and K S components of the kaon to have, not a common momentum, but a common speed 12 . Thus, these components cover the measured kaon pathlength x in the same time, and, since their time dilation factors are equal, in the same proper time as well. The relative phase of the K L and K S pieces of the state vector is then just m K , so that the oscillation frequency is m K . While this agrees with the standard result, we cannot understand the basis for taking the K L and K S to have equal speeds. In the kaon wave packet, these components have equal momenta, and the true explanation for the frequency m K is as given earlier.
A spurious factor of two has appeared, not only in the SWS analysis of ! KK! f 1 f 2 , but also in other discussions of neutral meson or neutrino oscillation. In every case, this spurious factor can be traced to the mistake of taking the spacetime point of meson decay or neutrino detection to be di erent for di erent mass eigenstates, rather than being de ned by the experiment and common to all the mass eigenstates. To see this, let us rst look brie y at neutrino oscillation. A neutrino of de nite avor that is, a e , a , o r a is a superposition of mass eigenstates m . F or a given momentum p, the eigenstate m has an energy E m p = p 2 Suppose, now, that we do not consider the spacetime point of detection, t; x, to be a xed point common to all the mass eigenstate components of the neutrino state vector. Suppose that, instead, we make the mistake o f e v aluating the di erent mass eigenstate components at their di ering classical times of arrival at the measured detection location x. That is, we n o w e v aluate the m component of the state vector at time t m = xE m p=p. This component then has the phase factor exp ,iE m pt m = exp ,iE 2 m px=p = exp ,ipx1 + M 2 m =p 2 : The relative phase of the m and m 0 components is now M 2 m , M 2 m 0 x=p, t wice as big as before. Correspondingly, the oscillation frequency is twice its true value. Note that the source of the spurious factor of two is the incorrect assumption that the times of a given detection can be taken to be di erent for di erent components of a single neutrino state.
We h a v e already seen that a spurious factor of two will arise in single kaon decay if one takes the proper time of the decay to be given by Eq. 24, so that in the experimental observer's frame, the K L and K S components of the kaon decay a t di erent times. We also observe from the discussion by Lipkin 1 that the spurious factor of two in the frequency arises precisely when the di erent mass eigenstate components of the meson are taken to decay at di erent times, and is absent if these components are taken to decay at the same spacetime point.
In summary, the oscillation frequency in ! KK!f 1 f 2 , and that in single K decay, are both m K . Similarly, the frequencies in 4s ! BB!f 1 f 2 and single B decay are both m B . That the latter two frequencies are equal is an experimental fact. That they are equal to m B , and their K-meson analogues to m K , follows from quantum mechanics.
In treating neutral meson or neutrino oscillation, it is important t o t a k e the different mass eigenstate components of the oscillating particle to decay or be detected at precisely the same spacetime point. Otherwise, a spurious factor of two in the oscillation frequency can result.
